The Eastern Roman Empire was then dealt a death blow by the armies of the Muslim sultans who captured Constantinople and ruled the Middle East until 1917.

The Crusades lasted for 300 years with millions of Christians killing each other and Christians killing Muslims and vice versa. The real reason was not religion; but for wealth land and glory using religion as an excuse. 100,000 Jews died during the Crusades.

During 1530-1640 millions of Christians were killed in the Catholic Protestant wars.

The middle ages 1100-1650 saw the Jews expelled from all of Western Europe. Jews went to Poland Russia and the Muslim countries. Millions of Jews were killed all their property stolen and all the women raped. It was a great sacrament to kill rob and rape Jews.

Hitler and the Nazis merely embellished the clerical Jew hatred and transformed the theological hatred of the Jew as Christ killers to the racial hatred of all Jews. They devised the plan of the final solution-to murder all the Jews. They murdered six million Jews and half a million Jewish children.

The Europeans since 1945 have resurrected Hitler's ghost by supporting the creation of a Palestinian State to replace Jewish Israel. The haters of the
Jews never tire. They do not learn from history. They want to try their hands in the murder, theft and rape of Jews. Now Israel has become the target. It is a great religious sacrament to murder all Jews in Israel all seven million. This is done by supporting the establishment of a Palestinian State in historical Israel. Then Israel and all its Jews will be annihilated.

The security of the Jews of the State of Israel is a matter of life and death. As such it trumps all Divine Laws of Judaism and all international laws crafted by all the member states of the Security Council or the rubber stamp United Nations who will pass any law to kill Jews. The Arabs have an automatic majority. They can pass a law that the earth is flat. As such all their laws, international laws are null and void and have no legal or moral standing.

Any Jew living in Israel is observing the greatest Mitzvoh in the world. SAVING JEWISH LIVES. AS SUCH EVEN IF HE/SHE OBSERVES NOTHING ELSE THEY ARE PERFORMING THE GREATEST MITZVOH IN THE WORLD. THEY ARE ALL SAINTS ESPECIALLY IF THEY SERVE IN THE ARMY. AND RISK THEIR LIVES. "VEAMCHO KULOM TZADIKIM LELOM YIRSHU ORETS And your nation the Jews are saints all of them will inherit the land of Israel" Isaiah 60:21. When one is engaged in saving lives one is exempt from all other observances rituals. Osek bemitzvah potur mun hamitzvah Orech Chaim laws of Tefiin 38:8. See Aruch Hashulchon Ibid.

I am not suggesting that Israel Jews not be observant. But certainly one can look at the part of the cup that is full rather than looking at what Israel Jews do not observe and find fault.
IF THE ENEMIES OF THE JEWS TRY TO DESTROY JEWS AND THE JEWISH ISRAEL JEWS WILL DESTROY THEM. THE DAYS THAT JEWS ARE OPEN SEASON IS HISTORY. THIS TIME THEY WILL BE ANNIHILATED. THEY WILL NOT EVEN APPEAR AS A FOOTNOTE. IN HISTORY IF THEY TRY TO ANNIHILATE JEWS AND ISRAEL.

WE WILL NOT HAVE ANOTHER HOLOCAUST. WE WILL GIVE THEM THE HOLOCAUST. THIS TIME THE JEWS HAVE THE MEANS.

WE DO NOT KNOW HOW MATTERS WILL BE RESOLVED. One must have faith that G-D WILL MAKE IT COME ABOUT . . IF NOT WE WILL TRY SOME THING ELSE. WE MUST THINK OUT OF THE BOX. JUST LIKE THE JEWS EVENTUALLY GOT ISRAEL AFTER 2000 YEARS OF SUFFERING. See. Habakuk 2:1 " Od Chazon lamoed veim hu himsamaya mechake lo sheyovo. "

That is one of the 13 articles of faith summarized by Maimonides that I report in this book with my Commentary. One must believe that tomorrow tomorrow will be brighter.

Isaiah 60:23 reports "hakoton yiyeh leeleph vehatzoir legoi otzum ani hashem beito achisheno" The small one [Jewish nation ]will become the equivalent of a thousand. The young and weak [the stereotype of the weak Jew who is always blamed for all the ills of the world- Isaiah 53.] will become invincible.
How? I G-d will give the Jews the wisdom to create the atom hydrogen neutron and the vechai bohem bomb. See Bible Leviticus 18:5 "ushmartem es chukoisai ves mishpotai asher iase osom hodom vechai bohem " "You shall observe all my ritual s and rational [logical] laws that man/woman will perform them and he/she will live as a consequence. I am G-d. " This is the top secret Israeli secret weapon. THIS IS THE SECRET WHY MIRACLES OCCUR EVERY DAY IN THE State of Israel since 1700-2011 when the students of the school of the Vilna Goan and the students of the school of the Chasidic dynasties Lubavitz and others arrived to resettle and reclaim the Jewish ancestral heritage. They are the young children who study Torah. They are the older students, They are the kollel students who study Torah day and night. For if not for my covenant I G-d would not have created the world Jeremiah 19:11-12 :Mishleh Proverbs 8:22-31. . They are the genuine guardians of Israel." IM LO BERISI CHOKOS SHOMAYIM VEERETZ LO SAMTI For if not for my covenant I G-d would not have created the world" Jeremiah 33:25 Rashi Genesis 1;1 Thus the playing field is now equalized. The Jews' 7 million are more powerful than the combined Europeans'1 billion plus the Muslims' 1 billion Isaiah -a total of 2 billion against 7 million Jews. It is G-d who is waging battle and will win the war,.Psalms 11:6-1,2,3 , 4, 5,;Yoel 4:10 Chronicles 2-23:9 Isaiah 11:4 Hoshea 10:5

Not one European or Muslim will be harmed by the Jews . One billion Europeans and one billion Muslims will be killed by each other . Zecharye 12:13; Ezekiel 38:21 Chagai 2:22 Psalms 2:1-4; Psalms 91:10-12Zecharye 14:9 "bayom hahu yiyeh HASHEM ECHOD USHEMO ECHOD And on that day G-d will be One and his Name will be One. "

It has already begun .It started in Egypt Tunisia Yemen Algeria Syria.
Afganistan Iraq Alqueda terrorist 9/11/01 bombing and killing of 3000 American civilians. Terrorists bombings in Paris Great Britain Spain and all over the world. "Ani hasem beito achishenu."-"I G-d at the proper time will make it happen" as is written in the prophets reported later in this book. Thus peace will be brought to the world and to the Jews and to Israel. Isaiah chapter 2:4, 11:6, 65:25 and then man will convert his swords and spears into plows. Isaiah 2:4 A poisonous snake will play with a child a lion will rest next to a sheep. All the wild beasts will eat straw instead of feeding on each other. Isaiah 11:6, 7, 8, 9, 65:25 Habakuk 2:14 There will be no more wars killings and blood shed. Isaiah 11:10. Then man and beasts will return to paradise from which Adam man/woman were banished.

In Jerusalem Talmud tractate Sanehdrin 4:2 records another conversation Moses had with G-d again at Mt. Sinai 3500 yeas ago when Moses spent 40 days there while he was receiving the Torah.

G-d reveals to Moses all the Torah we possess today both written and Oral. what we have today in the Tosephta Jerusalem Talmud the Babylonian Talmud 400 BCE 400 ACE the writings of the Rabbis who followed the close of the Talmud 400ACE the Rabonei Svroi 400-600 ACE then the writings of the Gaonim 600ACE-900 followed by the writings of the Rishonim 900ACE-1500ACE followed by the writings of the Achronim 1500ACE-2100 ACE. All of them being accorded Divine authority. Moses noted these Rabbis contradicted each other. What one Rabbi or group of Rabbis said was kosher the other Rabbi or group of Rabbis said was non kosher. What one Rabbi declared permitted another Rabbi declared forbidden. What one Rabbi declared pure another Rabbi declared impure. What one Rabbi found innocent another Rabbi found guilty. Moses was exasperated. Please G-d Moses begged please reveal to me what the law is. All that I hear in a maze of different laws. I am confused what exact law I shall follow. G-d relied you are right my son I am presenting you with different alternatives. You my son and the Rabbis in each generation have the right given by me G-d to elect among this maze of laws which law best